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Abstract
PhotoConductive semiconductor switches (PCSS’S),

such as optically-triggered GaAs switches, have been
developed for a variety of applications. Such switches
exhibit unique properties associated with lock-on, a
phenomenon associated with bistable syitching. In this
paper lock-on is explained in terms of collective impact
ionization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Photoconductive semiconductor switches (PCSS’S)

have been developed for a variety of applications in which
optical power is used to control electrical power. These
switches fall into two main categories: conventional
photoconductive switches and optically-triggered bistable
switches [1].

The basic operation of a photoconductive switch is
schematically indicated in FQ. 1. Each switch consists of
a semiconductor between two electrodes. As seen in the
figure, the circuit consists of the switch, the power supply,
and the load. Prior to illumination, the “off’ state current
is determined by the resistivity of the semiconductor. For
conventional switches, the “on” state conductivity is
proportional to the optical energy used for illumination.

The optically-triggered bistable switches rely on a very
different mechanism of operation which has been named
“lock-on” [2,3]. When lock-on occurs, the switch voltage
becomes approximately constant, the lock-on voltage,
independent of the power supply voltage. Furthermore,
when the electrode gap is varied, the average field
remains constant. Further studies found that the current
flow is filamentary during lock-on.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a a photoconductive
semiconductor switch. The photoconductive current flows
between two contacts (electrodes). The filamentary
current seen during lock-on is also shown. The switch is
shown in a circuit consisting of a power source and a
resistive load.

Several theories have been proposed to explain lock-
on [4-8]. Most theories have assumed that field
enhancements lead to avalanche breakdown at at
unexpectedly low fields. For example, one class of
theories considers the enhancement at the head of a
streamer [6,7].
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AIGaN/GaN heteroepitaxial quantum well structures offer significant potential for

ultraviolet light emitting devices [1]. However, AIGaN grows in a state of tensile stress

on GaN due to the difference in lattice parameters [2-7]. The high tensile coherency

stress can promote catastrophic failure of the film via crack generation, which places a

mechanical limitation on the device structures that can be successfully fabricated.

In this Letter we report real-time measurements of the stress evolution during

AIGaN growth on GaN using a wafer-curvature-based stress monitor incorporated onto a

metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) reactor. In this manner we directly

determined the critical thickness for cracking, and the subsequent relaxation kinetics, as a
,

fimction of the growth conditions. Furthermore, we found that cracks appear to initiate

the subsequent formation of misfit dislocations, which actually provides most of the

observed stress relaxation.

GaN and AIGaN fihns were groym using an inductively heated, vertical, rotating

disk reactor. Trirnethylgallium, trimethylalumimun, and ammonia were the precursors,

with hydrogen as the carrier gas. A detailed description of the reactor has been given by

Han et al. in reference 8. The films were deposited onto 2 inch diameter, 330 pm thick,

(0001) basal plane sapphire wafers. Ali samples were grown using a standard two-step

deposition process. First, a low-temperature buffer of GaN (-550”C) was deposited. The

wafer was then heated to 1050”C for deposition of the high-temperature (HT) films. The

high-temperature layers nominally consisted of 0.7pm of GaN followed by the A1.Gal.xN

film, which ranged in thiclmess from 0.3pm to 0.7pm and with aluminum concentrations

of 9% to 37’-XO(coherency strains from 0.2 – O.9’%O).
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Stress evolution was measured in real-time during deposition using a multi-beam

optical stress sensor (MOSS), Details of the experimental setup and analysis of the stress

evolution of GaN films are provided in Ref. [9], with a general description of the MOSS

technique in Ref. [10]. MOSS measures the curvature of the filmlsubstrate composite

during deposition; the curvature is directly proportional to the product of the film stress

and the film thickness (the “stress-thiclmess”). Following growth, the aluminum

concentrations were determined by ex situ x-ray diffraction (XlW). The microstructure

and morphology were also characterized ex situ using secondary electron microscopy

(SEM), atomic force microscopy (AIM), optical microscopy, and cross-section

transmission electron microscopy (XTEM).

Fig. la is an OptiCalmicrograph of a crack network in a ().7 ~m A1O.1TG%.!3SNfihn.

This sample displays cracks nominally lying on {1120} planes [11]. When the coherency

stress was large (high Al content), cracks were also observed on the {1100} planes. The

{1lZO} cracks typically had large (-1000~ wide) faceted openings at the surface, which

is consistent with the observations of Ito et al. [2]. {1100} cracks did not exhibit facets at

the surface, but were characterized by terraced atomic steps that were closely aligned on

the opposite sides of the crack, suggesting that these cracks occurred late in the film

growth.

A SEM image of an obliquely viewed cross-section of a crack in an A1O.STG%.6SN

film is shown in Fig. lb, The majority of the cracks observed by SEM and XTEM

terminated at the AIGaN / GaN interface with a few penetrating slightly into the GaN

layer. Cracks were never observed to reach the sapphire substrate. The circle in Fig. lb

indicates a region where the film overgrew the crack. Overgrowth of cracks was

2
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common in the AIGaN films that we examined. AFM imaging of the AIGaN surface

revealed that at the points of overgrowth the steps often spread continuously from one

platelet to the neighboring one, bridging the crack.

In references 2-4 it is postulated that the films cracked during cooling from

growth temperatures, because of the observation that cracks appeared to propagate

upward from the fihdsubstrate interface. However, our direct measurements of the stress

) indicate that the stress relief occurs during deposition, not during cooling from the growth

temperature (which induces a compressive growth stress). Additionally, from SEM,

XTEM, and AFM images it ,is apparent that when deposition was continued past the

critical thickness the AIGaN film partially overgrows the cracks, giving the false

appearance that the cracks did not propagate to the surface.

Fig, 2 shows the Sk’eSS-thiCkneSSevolution during growth of an Al&lTGao.gsNfilm

on high-temperature GaN. In the figure the solid line is the stress-thickness measured by

MOSS during deposition and the dashed line represent the estimated stress-thickness for

filly coherent Alo.17G~.83Nfilm on the strained GaN film [9]. The coherency stress was

estimated using the aluminum concentration determined from = situ XRD and the

approximate &.lTGao.SsN lattice parameter was calculated using a weighted average of

the lattice constants of AIN and GaN at growth temperature [12]. The calculated

coherency strain accounts for the initial stress up to the onset of stress relaxation using

XlU). We have also verified that the films identified by MOSS to be filly coherent did

indeed exhibit identical in-plane lattice parameters of AIGaN and GaN. Also indicated

on Fig. 2 is the total relaxation in the film, equal to the difference in the expected

coherence stress and the measured stress at the end of growth.
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For all of the samples in which stress relaxation was observed, the crack density

did not account for the total stiess reduction measured at the end of deposition using

MOSS and XIU3. The stress relaxation as a fimction of crack spacing can be estimated

from [13]:

@=: f[t~(Pc)si~(P.)-cosh(fl.)b+ly(Eq. 1)
00

where ZIOis the stress relieved by the crack network, Cois the initial coherency stress in

the film, fis half the average crack spacing, and P is given by:

(Eq. 2)

where ~is the film Poisson ratio, Mjjis the film biaxial modulus for AIGaN, and Gf is the

shear modulus of the film in the (0001) plane [14-16]. For the film in Fig. 2 the stress

relief estimated fi-om the crack network was 13°/0,which is well below the measured-

relaxation of 510/o. This implies that additional stress relieving defects must also be

present.

A dense array of dislocations was found at the AIGaN / GaN interface by XTEM,

as shown in Fig. 3. The diffraction contrast of these dislocations indicate that their

Burgers vectors have an edge component in the basal plane, which is consistent with their

being strain relieving misfits. The mean spacing of the interracial dislocations was

-50nm, which corresponds to a s@ain relief of 0.00424 or about -70Y0 of the total

measured relaxation. The estimated stress relief from the crack network in this sample

was -30°/0 of the measured relaxation, which is in reasonable agreement.

Our observation of combined brittle-ductile relaxation raises the question of

whether the cracks or misfit dislocation are introduced first. Generally, the equilibrium

4
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critical thickness for dislocation introduction is smaller than that for cracking [17].

However, in the (OOOl)-oriented III-nitrides effective slip systems for misfit dislocations

are not readily available in planar films. This occurs for three reasons: (1) zero resolved

shear stress on some slip systems; (2) other active slip systems do not result in interracial

dislocations with an in-plane edge componen$ (3) large kinetic barriers to glide maybe

present on higher order slip systems [18]. Thus we tentatively ascribe the observed

critical thickness to be associated only with fracture. We fi.u-thersuggest that the shear

stress concentration surrounding crack tips at the AIGaN/GaN interface enhances. both

nucleation of misfit dislocations, and their subsequent glide, at least locally. A possible

slip system for relaxation is b = a dislocations gliding on the (0001) interracial plane. A

similar effect has been proposed by Jahnen et al. for the initiation of misfit dislocations at

pinholes in compressively strained InGaN on GaN [18]

The energetic of brittle failure maybe described using the Griffith crack

propagation criterion. In this expression the work required to create a new surface is

balanced against the potential energy available in the form of internal stress in the film.

A general expression for the critical thickness for crack propagation is [19]:

rikff
hC=

(1+ Vj)zcro’
(eq. 3)

where Z is a dimensionless crack driving force and r is the fracture resistance. We

assume here that initially the fracture resistance is only associated with creation of new

surface, and that there is no additional plastic deformation. Therefore, r = 2Y@kl@,where

Y(hklm) is the surface energy of the crack plane. This does not exclude the possibility of

plastic deformation during later stages of the growth. Z depends on the structure of the
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crack network and the ratio of biaxial moduli of the film and substrate, AIGaN and GaN

in this case. For a “channel crack” pattern, such as we observed, with vertical cracks that

terminate at the fihnkubstrate intefiace, 2=1.975 [19].

Fig. 4 is a compilation of the onsets of relaxation measured for six different

samples. The line in the figure represents the equilibrium critical thickness determined

fi-om equation 3, where we used y{l120}~= 1.97 J/m2, from ab initio calculation by

Northrup et al [18]. For any point above the line it is energetically favorable for a crack

to propagate in the fihn, and below the line an existing crack can not propagate. We

observe that four of the six samples failed near the calculated equilibrium critical

thickness for cracking. This is consistent with the initial relaxation being due to

propagation of cracks, which in

that the two lowest aluminum

turn activates slip systems for misfit dislocations. Note

concentration samples grew considerably beyond the

critical thickness, indicating that there were few incipient cracks or flaws to nucleate

cracks.

In conclusion, we have directly

during deposition of AIGaN’ on GaN,

mechanism occurs. During the fi-acture

measured the evolution of the growth stress

and showed that a brittle-ductile relaxation

process misfit dislocations are created, which

actually accouhts for the majority of the stress relieved. The importance of fracture,

therefore, is that it permits activation of slip that was unable to occur in the initially

planar films. We measure a critical thiclmess boundary that is consistent with channel

cracks and a fracture resistance dominated only by the surface energy.
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List of Figures

Figure 1 – (a) Dark field optical plan view image of the crack network in an /&lTG~.ggN

fihn. (b) SEM image of a 0.5pm &sTG~.IjgN on 0.7pm of GaN heterostructure

on Sapphire. Overgrowth of cracks was common in the films we examined

(circled region).

Figure 2 – Stress-thiclmess plot of a 0.5pm Alo.17G%.83Non 0.7pm of GaN film. The dot

indicates the critical thickness.

Figure 3 – Bright-field XTEM image of dislocations in &.gTG&_J.GsN/G~,using two-

beam diffraction conditions with g =(11-20); [1-100] specimen tilted 30° about

[11-20] axis to broaden the projected image of the interface.

Figure 4 – Plot of critical thiclmess versus 1/02 for six samples (squares). The line is the

fracture critical thickness (eq. 3) using the Northup surface-energy values. ~
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